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PAID ADVERTISEMENT

Stop. Pause for just a minute. Take a 
moment to slow your breathing and feel 
your heartbeat. “Dah Dah. Dah Dah. Dah 
Dah.” This is your body’s power source. 
With every beat your heart charges your 
body with life. Now, tune in to the peo-
ple around you. Each and every one of 
them holds the same power source inside 
them, whether a family member, friend, 
acquaintance, neighbor or stranger. “Dah 
Dah.” The same heartbeat fuels them. We 
as human beings are united simply by the 
fact that all of our hearts beat no matter 
what is going on in the world around us, 
and will continue to do so as the future 
unfolds. 

Shabbat is the heartbeat of the Jewish 
People. From the lighting of the Shabbat 
candles on Friday night, to the lighting 
of the Havdallah candle on Saturday 
night, Shabbat is our power source. With 
every beat, Shabbat spreads an electrical  
current of renewed life throughout our 
souls invigorating us for the week ahead. 
This heartbeat unifies us as the Jewish 
People, for in Exodus 31:17 G-d tells 
Moses that Shabbat, “Is a sign between 
me and the people of Israel forever.” 
No matter what is going on in the world 
around us, regardless of circumstance, 
and despite our differences, every week 
Jews all over the world are connected by 
the power source of the Sabbath. 

The Baltimore Shabbat Project is a  
celebration of this heartbeat that unites 
us “forever.” Four years ago when the 
Baltimore Shabbat Project made its 
debut in partnership with the interna-
tional Shabbos Project, Baltimore felt its 
first initial burst of that Jewish heartbeat. 
The power of thousands of Jewish people 
coming together for Shabbat was electrifying 
throughout the Greater Baltimore Jew-
ish Community. Since then, the beat of  
the Baltimore Shabbat Project has only 
gotten stronger. Last year approximately 
25,000 people in Baltimore did some-
thing that connected them with over a 
million Jews worldwide for one Shabbat. 
Imagine the strength of all those hearts 

beating together, experiencing life as one 
community. This experience succeeded 
in bringing people from all denomina-
tions, beliefs, and Jewish traditions to-
gether in one space at the same time to 
experience the Sabbath, the beat of the 
Jewish soul, and recharge all of us to face 
the future. 

In order to continue to live this vision 
of Jewish unity, the Baltimore Shabbat 
Project is excited to launch their new 
logo coupled with its new tagline, “A 
Celebration of Jewish Unity.” If you look 
closely at the logo you will notice the  
resemblance to a power button to remind 
us that if we push the Shabbat power 
source, we will all be connected to the 
same Jewish heartbeat. It reminds us that 
together we can reinvigorate the sense of 
unity and openness to each other’s differ-
ences that is missing in the world. Take 
a deeper look at the new logo and you’ll 
see three symbols of unity: the Havdallah 
candle, the joined hands that make up 
the flame of the candle, and the two cir-
cles enclosing the logo. Why this specific 
imagery you may ask? For the Baltimore 
Shabbat Project, the Havdallah candle is 
a representation of our differences com-
ing together as one. Shabbat begins with 
the lighting of two candles, by the end 
of Shabbat they become the intertwined 
strands of the Havdallah candle. In this 
way we may start Shabbat separated 
from one another, but by the end we are 

united by our Shabbat experiences. Al-
though Havdallah literally means “sep-
aration” in Hebrew and ushers us into 
the week ahead, when lit the two strands 
of the Havdallah candle are a reminder 
that even though life moves forward we  
will always be connected. Through the 
separation of time and space, Shabbat 
is our sacred power button that when 
pushed, allows us to put away all the 
things that we carry with us through-
out the week, and to recharge with our  
family, friends, and community, and 
meet new people through our rituals, 
traditions, and spiritual practices. 

Today, in 2017, we live in a world 
that focuses more on what divides us 
rather than what brings us together. The  
Baltimore Shabbat Project, now more 
than ever, strives to renew our hope for a 
united future - a future where, even with 
our differences present, we can become 
re-attuned to our same heartbeat. Being 
attuned to one another’s heartbeat is the 
key to being united, and the Baltimore 
Shabbat Project wants you to know that 
your feedback matters. So, this year, in 
addition to the Women’s Challah Bake 
(Weds, Oct 25) the celebration of Jewish 
unity will begin with a Family Challah 
Bake (Sun, Oct 22) where all are wel-
come to participate in the spiritual act 
of making challah as a family. Shabbat 
Events (Shabbat, Oct 27-28) will be tak-
ing place throughout Baltimore to keep 
pulse going strong over Shabbat and the 
celebration will come to a close with an 
incredible Havdallah Concert (Sat night, 
Oct 28), with famed Israeli artists Gad 
Elbaz and Nissim Black!

“Dah Dah.” “Dah Dah.” “Dah Dah.” 
Again, take a moment to feel your heart-
beat. Standing united as one can be the 
power button that reunites the openness 
and love in the world, creating a world that 
makes us proud. Join us for the Baltimore 
Shabbat Project 2017 for a true celebration 
of Jewish unity. For more information, 
please visit baltimoreshabbatproject.org.

“SHABBAT: THE POWER SOURCE OF JEWISH UNITY”
By Rabbi Ariel Greenberg Platt, co-chair of Baltimore Shabbat Project Havdallah Concert


